On March 15-18, 2018, the GLOBE MissionEARTH (GME) team inspired science teachers using GLOBE and NASA activities at the 2018 NSTA Conference in Atlanta, GA.

Over 8,000 teachers participated in science activities: watched NASA’s Hyperwall presentations, and engaged in NASA’s exhibits.

**Hyperwall presentations at NASA Booth**

- **GLOBE: Viewing Clouds from Earth and Space**, Jessica Taylor, LaRC
- **Studying the Solar Eclipse with GLOBE (Citizen Science) Data**, Kevin Czajkowski, GME
- **Jump on Board to the GLOBE Urban Heat Island Campaign**, Kevin Czajkowski, GME

**Sessions**

- **Engaging All Learners in an Authentic STEM Investigation with GLOBE**, Tina Harte
- **Using NASA Data to Enhance Earth Science and Make STEM Connections**, Elizabeth Joyner
- **Elementary Storybooks and Hands-On Activities**, Becca Hathaway & Tina Harte
- **Students Working as Scientists Through GLOBE Mission EARTH**, Kevin Czajkowski, Janet Struble, Jessica Taylor and Elizabeth Joyner

[Link to Facebook page](https://www.facebook.com/globemissionearth)